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A lavish, gorgeously designed full-color collection that showcases the designs of Dorothy and

Otis Shepard, two groundbreaking giants of early twentieth-century American

advertising.Dorothy and Otis Shepard are the unsung heroes of early twentieth-century North

American visual culture. Together, they were the first American graphic designers to work in

multiple mediums and scales with equal skill and vision, and their work remains brilliant; yet

their names are little known today.Dorothy and Otis chronicles their story in detail for the first

time. It explores the Shepards’ penchant for abstraction and modernism, and shows how the

advent of billboard advertising inspired their creativity—large campaigns that matched the

grandeur of their lifestyle. Throughout, it demonstrates how their influence touched all aspects

of consumer culture—from collaborating on the packaging for Wrigley’s Gum and designing

uniforms and logos for the Chicago Cubs to planning and promoting the resort island Catalina,

where Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy, Clark Gable, and other celebrities frequented.Dorothy and

Otis illuminates their personal lives as well, from their origins and early years to the eventual

dissolution of their marriage. As it brings to life these pioneering artists and their momentous

partnership, it elevates them to their rightful place in popular culture and makes clear how their

legendary work reflected and exemplified the American Dream.

From the Inside FlapDorothy and Otis Shepard are the groundbreaking heroes of North

American visual culture. They were the first American graphic designers to work in multiple

mediums and scales, but despite the brilliance of their work, their names are little known

today.With 330 stunning, colorful images, Dorothy and Otis chronicles their story for the first

time. It explores the Shepards' penchant for abstraction and modernism, and shows how the

advent of billboard advertising inspired their creativity--their large campaigns matched the

grandeur of their lifestyle. Throughout, this book demonstrates how their work influenced all

aspects of consumer culture, from the styling of Wrigley's Gum and the Chicago Cubs to the

design of Catalina Island, which Charlie Chaplin, Clark Gable, and other celebrities

frequented.As Dorothy and Otis brings these artists to life, it elevates them to their rightful

place in popular culture and makes clear how their work shaped the American dream.With

more than 330 full-color photographs throughout--Paris Review --This text refers to an

alternate kindle_edition edition.Review“This book is well worth having for any Cubs fan,

because it shows off in beautiful images a slice of the teams history, much of which has been

forgotten in the modern era.” (SB Nation)“...a fascinating tale...” (Wall Street Journal)“...with its

smart text and more than 300 vivid color images it’s a sweet treat for designers, illustrators,

graphic historians, and pop culture enthusiasts in general.” (Print Magazine

Online)“...absorbing, moving, and lushly illustrated...” (Paris Review) --This text refers to the

digital edition.About the AuthorNorman Hathaway is an art director and design historian

focusing on underappreciated design personalities and techniques. He is the author of

Overspray: Riding High with the Kings of California Airbrush Art and coauthor of Electrical

Banana: Masters of Psychedelic Art, and has led creative initiatives for Outsider Art Fair's New

York and Paris events, London's Design Museum and Royal Academy of Arts, and artists

including Paul McCartney. He has also taught and lectured widely on the history of design and

typography.--This text refers to the digital edition.From the Back CoverDorothy and Otis

Shepard are the groundbreaking heroes of North American visual culture. They were the first



American graphic designers to work in multiple mediums and scales, but despite the brilliance

of their work, their names are little known today.With 330 stunning, colorful images, Dorothy

and Otis chronicles their story for the first time. It explores the Shepards' penchant for

abstraction and modernism, and shows how the advent of billboard advertising inspired their

creativity—their large campaigns matched the grandeur of their lifestyle. Throughout, this book

demonstrates how their work influenced all aspects of consumer culture, from the styling of

Wrigley's Gum and the Chicago Cubs to the design of Catalina Island, which Charlie Chaplin,

Clark Gable, and other celebrities frequented.As Dorothy and Otis brings these artists to life, it

elevates them to their rightful place in popular culture and makes clear how their work shaped

the American dream.With more than 330 full-color photographs throughout--This text refers to

the digital edition.Read more
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StanFlouride, “Perfect gift for anyone in advertising or commercial art. The perfect gift for

anyone in the advertising or commercial art world.Most art books are just about the images but

this one delves into the Shepards' history andthe numerous ways in which their concepts

transformed how America looked.It includes their own words about the medium of advertising

and design and has the transcripts of a couple of Otis' speeches to ad professionals that

should be printed and handed to everyone entering the field today.The list of their contributions

could go on and on but here's just a couple:Otis' modernizing of the Chicago Cubs uniforms

and Wrigley Field (he suggested the ivy on the outfield wall) led to the present look of all our

professional baseball teams.Today we take airbrushed images for granted but it was the

Dorothy Shepard who introduced it to the US.The list of their contributions could go on”

Ira J. Sitomer, “stunning, interesting tome. Many wonderful, nostalgic examples, lavishly printed

and art directed. Might or might not read the details about this inspiring couple, but look

forward to years of beautiful thumbing.”

Trucklover, “Interesting on many levels. Great story great Catalina tie in .i also love the old

chrome photos (so sad we don't process like that any longer)all around interest to my many

facets.”

Deresky, “A classic acknowledgment that recognizes the evolution of our society .... A classic

acknowledgment that recognizes the evolution of our society to become one determined by

symbology in the form of Brands and Perceptions.”

Kelly, “Five Stars. Wonderful book and history”

MRS 1957, “It was a fun read.. Very infotmative. It was a fun read.”

Gail Sacharczuk, “Great addition to any coffee table book collection.. This is a beautifully

illustrated and informative book, did not know they were so involved with the Chicago Cubs

identity design-highly recommend to any graphic artist!”

Kelly, “Great addition to my art book collection. Great book”

Robin, “Chews, Catalina and Cubs. One of the paragraphs in the book's introduction starts

with: So how is it that Dorothy and Shep are almost unknown today? Basically because their

work, although very wide ranging, wasn't the type that easily fitted into design history books.

The most common reference is Shepherd's airbrush and design work for Wrigley's gum from



the thirties to the sixties and the book has over thirty wonderful examples of this (several a

spread wide). The Wrigley connection with the Shepherd's lasted for years with creative work

to sell the gum, all kinds of design for the Wrigley owned Santa Catalina island and for the

Chicago Cubs. There nineteen whole page Cubs programs included though I don't think they

have the graphic flair of the gum posters.For a strongly visual book it's a treat to look through

and a handsome production by Harper Design. Just over ten inches square with more three

hundred images. With Hathaway and Nadel's book Dorothy and Otis Shepherd come out of

the shadows at last.”

walter sanzin, “Five Stars. As best as it gets!”

The book by Norman Hathaway has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 27 people have provided feedback.
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